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In order to detect new physics using onlyCP-violating phase measurements inB decays, it is necessary to
measure a phase factor which is small in the standard model, in addition to the usual large phasesb andg. We
also point out that identifying violations of the unitarity of the CKM matrix is very difficult, and cannot be
done with phase measurements alone.@S0556-2821~97!03907-6#

PACS number~s!: 11.30.Er, 13.25.Hw, 14.65.Fy

The major goal of future experiments onB mesons is to
measureCP violation @1# to test the standard model~SM!
based on the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! matrix
@2#, and to detect possible evidence for physics beyond the
SM. Several articles have discussed this issue focusing on
tests of the general assumptions behind the SM predictions
@3,4#. More specific predictions can be made by concentrat-

ing on particular examples of physics beyond the SM@5,6#.
Here, we discuss what can be learned exclusively from pre-
cision measurements ofCP-violating phases inB decays
~without making use of other quantitative information!, if the
new effects are not dominant.

In a standard notation, the CKM matrix can be expanded
in powers of the Cabibbo anglel5sinuC , as@7#

V5S 12 1
2 l2 l Al3@r2 ih~12 1

2 l2!#

2l 12 1
2 l22 ihA2l4 Al2~11 ihl2!

Al3~12r2 ih! 2Al2 1
D , ~1!

with the expansion truncated when unitarity is satisfied to
orderl3 for the real part and to orderl5 for the imaginary
part. We will assume the general hierarchical structure of Eq.
~1!, but there are no assumptions about magnitudes other
than thatr, h, andA are less than unity. In fact, some of our
analysis does not even depend on the approximate magni-
tudes of theVub , Vtd , andVts matrix elements, which are
poorly measured.

It is pointed out in an article by Aleksan, Kayser, and
London @8# that the matrix contains only four independent
phases which may, in principle, be determined from
CP-violating experiments. While they emphasize the possi-
bility of reconstructing the matrix from these four phases,
our goal is to use them to detect new physics. In the SM,
only two of these phases are large; these are essentially the
ones usually identified asb and g. With our weak con-
straints onr and h, the anglesb and g are only poorly
constrained. Therefore, these measurements by themselves
provide only a weak test of the CKM model. We recall that,
in the standard analysis, one combines the measurements of
uVubu, uVtdu, and theCP violation in the neutral Kaon system
to constrain the allowed values ofb andg @9#. New physics
would then show up through novel correlations between dif-
ferent experiments@10,11#. Our major emphasis is on what

could be learned by attempts to measure a third phasee ~not
to be confused with the parameter inK decays! which is
expected to be much smaller@8#.

We follow Ref. @8# and define the two large phases as

b5argS 2
VtbVtd*

VcbVcd*
D , ~2!

g5argS 2
Vub* Vud

Vcb* Vcd
D . ~3!

Within the SM, any other large phase we might choose will
differ from these only by a term of ordere, defined as

e5argS 2
Vcs* Vcb

Vts*Vtb
D . ~4!

The last phase needed,
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e85argS 2
Vud* Vus

Vcd* Vcs
D , ~5!

is much smaller than the others, in the SM.
Aleksan, Kayser, and London now make the important

point that, to a good approximation, we can check the CKM
model from the equation@8#

sine.U Vus

Vud
U2 sinbsingsin~b1g!

.l2h, ~6!

where the last equality follows from Eq.~1!. The approxima-
tion involves corrections which, percentagewise, are at most
of orderl2. The power of this relation lies in the fact that the
ratio uVus /Vudu is known to high precision. Similar relations
may be derived using other magnitude ratios, such as
uVcd /Vcsu, which are not so well determined. There are two
other sets of expressions involving onlyb, g, ande, but they
require the knowledge ofuVubu or uVtdu. We note that the
validity of Eq. ~6! rests on two pillars. On the one hand, it
assumes that the extraction of the angles was not inhibited by
new physics effects inBd-B̄d , orBs-B̄smixing. On the other
hand, it explicitly uses unitarity when relating the angles
with the magnitudes of CKM matrix elements.

We now turn to the use of Eq.~6! to detect physics be-
yond the standard model. In Tables I and II we list a set of
CP violation experiments and indicate what is measured in
terms ofb, g, ande. The only new physics effects that we
include are nonunitarity of the CKM matrix and new phase
contributions toBd-B̄d and Bs-B̄s mixing, specified byud
and us , respectively@12#. These new phases are the only
contributions in superweaklike theories, and are expected to
be important in many other extensions of the SM. Unitarity
is not assumed in calculating theseCP asymmetries, but it is
assumed that the decays are dominated by intermediateW
bosons, and that there are no detectable new phases in the
K system. We have classified the decays as in Ref.@4#. De-
cays based on the quark subprocessb̄→ūus̄ have not been
included for they have similar contributions from tree and
penguin diagrams. Similarly, those decays involving the
quark subprocessb̄→ s̄sd̄were dropped, since they are likely

to be more affected by penguin diagrams with virtual charm
and up quarks. Note that the asymmetries 1 and 2 are equal
@3#. This is due to theK-K̄ mixing phase which is mandatory
in order for the result to be invariant under a rephasing of the
s andd quarks.

The first channels to be measured atB factories are
cKS andp1p2. This will permit a correct determination1 of
2g, but 2b appears always in connection withud . The first
measure of e is likely to come from process (2s),
Bs→cKS . A failure of Eq. ~6! would then mean thatus
Þ0, and we did not correctly measuree, or thatudÞ0, and
we have the wrong value forb, or that the values ofe and
b are correct, but the CKM matrix is not 333 unitary, so
that the sides and angles are not related in the expected way.
It could be a combination of all three. Of course, as was
stressed by Nir and Silverman@3#, if the asymmetry of pro-
cess (2s) is much larger thanl2, there must be a new con-
tribution us to theBs-B̄s mixing phase. Our analysis is di-
rected to smaller violations of Eq.~6!.

For the moment we concentrate on the mixing effects as-
suming that the nonunitarity is less important. We will come
back to it later on. To distinguish the cases ofusÞ0 from
those ofudÞ0, it is necessary to learn about the phases of
Vts or Vtd from sources other than mixing. The most likely
processes are the decays of the formb̄→ s̄ss̄, in classes
(4d) and (4s). These are expected to be dominated by a
penguin graph proportional toVtbVts* . Note that the penguin
graphs involvingu andc quarks are suppressed by an extra
power of l2. The asymmetry of (4d) compared to (1d)
gives the true value ofe. This yields two pieces of informa-
tion. We can insert this correct value ofe into Eq.~6!, so that
a failure of the equality must then be due toud . Moreover, if
this value ofe differs from that deduced from (2s), then
there is a nonzero value ofus , which could also be directly
detected from the asymmetry of (4s).

If the new physics is superweak@16#, it might make a
similar contribution toBd-B̄d and Bs-B̄s mixing. Suppose
that contribution is of the order ofDM (Bd). The result is a
large value forud , but a value of orderl

2 for us . To detect
such a value forus requires determininge to an accuracy of
a fraction ofl2. From the present analysis, a large value of
ud has the effect of giving the wrong value ofb to insert in
Eq. ~6!, and thus changes the calculated value ofe by a term
of orderl2. This again requires determininge to high accu-
racy. Thus, in the absence of quantitative knowledge of the
magnitudes ofVub andVtd , the use ofCP-violating phases
alone to detect new physics requires very precise measure-
ments.

1It is well known that the use of thep1p2 decay is uncertain due
to the presence of a small penguin contribution@13#. This can be
overcome measuring isospin-related channels@14#, though that re-
quires the experimentally challenging detection ofp0’s. Using the
Kp, SU~3!-related channels@15# will be easier, since most pro-
posed detectors have good charged meson identification. It should
be noted that our use ofb andg is to determinee from Eq. ~6!, so
that we do not require extremely accurate values ofb and g in
order to obtaine to a sufficient accuracy.

TABLE I. CP-violating asymmetries inBd decays.

Class Subprocess Channel CP asymmetry

1d b̄→ c̄cs̄ cKS 2sin(2b2ud)

2d b̄→ c̄cd̄ D1D2 2sin(2b2ud)

3d b̄→ūud̄ p1p2 2sin(2b12g2ud)

4d b̄→ s̄ss̄ fKS 2sin(2b12e2ud)

TABLE II. CP-violating asymmetries inBs decays.

Class Subprocess Channel CP asymmetry

1s b̄→ c̄cs̄ Ds
1Ds

2 sin(2e1us)

2s b̄→ c̄cd̄ cKS sin(2e1us)

3s b̄→ūud̄ rKS 2sin(2g22e2us)

4s b̄→ s̄ss̄ h8h8 sin(us)
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While these arguments hold if the new physics is super-
weak @16#, in many theories there may be significant new
contributions to b̄→ s̄ss̄. The importance of such new
penguin-type diagrams has been emphasized in discussions
of the decayb→sg @17# and, more recently, in the compre-
hensive study of Gronau and London@6#.

We now turn to the question of identifying violations of
the unitarity of the 333 CKM matrix, as can occur, for
example, in models with extra quarks. It is often suggested
that one can test unitarity by measuring three large phases
b̃, ã, and g̃ from reactions (1d), (3d), and (3s), respec-
tively, and see if they add up top. Following Ref.@8#, we
have emphasized that there are only two large angles,b and
g, and that the third relevant angle is the small anglee.
Unitarity then implies Eq.~6!. However, the failure of Eq.
~6! can be attributed to the presence ofud , as discussed
above, and thus does not imply a failure of unitarity. Indeed,
a large class of theories, including those in which unitarity is
violated, give a significant value ofud . We thus reach the
conclusion that it is impossible to identify a violation of
unitarity simply from measurements of three independent
CP violation phases.

We stress that deviations from unitarity will show up in a
failure of SM relations involvingboth angles and magni-
tudes. In particular, the relationã1b̃1g̃5p doesnot test
unitarity @18#. Such a test will only arise when one confronts
these angles with the relevant magnitudes in the unitarity
triangle.

Moreover, clearly identifying unitarity violations, even in
principle, requires precise knowledge of CKM magnitudes
other than the Cabibbo angle. It is then possible to derive
various relations between angles and magnitudes indepen-
dent of Eq.~6!. However, unless bothuVtdu and uVubu are

included, it is still necessary to have a measurement of the
small phasee. An example of such a relation is

sine.H 12U VcsVcb

VtsVtb
UJ tang. ~7!

This would distinguish the two effects. There is a similar
relation involving the same magnitudes andb, but that
would not solve the problem of disentanglingud from non-
unitarity. Note that the order to which we have taken the
Wolfenstein parametrization of Eq.~1!, is not good enough
to confirm this relation. This is due to the fact that we need
to know uVcsVcbu/uVtsVtbu to orderl2, requiring very precise
measurements.

In conclusion, we have shown that testing the SM exclu-
sively throughCP-violating asymmetries inB decays, re-
quires the measurement of a small phasee, in addition to the
usual large phasesb andg. Unless there is a large new phase
in Bs-B̄smixing @3#, the detection of new physics in this way
requires a measurement ofe with a precision of orderhl2,
unlikely to be reached in the experiments currently planned.
We have shown how this measurement could be used to
determine new phasesud andus in B-B̄ mixing, if these are
the only new physics effects. In models that are not super-
weak other new physics effects might also be significant.
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